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Prussia, though he met them with only half the numbers opposed
to him. The disaster was due to the separation of the Franco-
Imperial forces, who tried to use their superiority of numbers
for an outflanking movement which was bungled, so that
Frederick could crush his opponents in detail.
The Effects of Rossbach. One can put one's finger on
Rossbach as the decisive battle of the war, and, indeed, of the
eighteenth century previous to the French Revolution. The
French were compelled to further exertions which did not
permit them to recover, but did exhaust their already badly
entangled national finances. England was amply able to finance
Prussia, and did so; France no longer had the financial strength
to fight successfully on land or maintain her strength at sea.
Frederick had to meet three converging enemies after this,
Austria from the south, France from the west, Russia from the
east—all told, they were three to two, compared with Frederick's
armies. But they were separated, while Frederick held the
interior position and could deal with them in detail. He was
amply provided with English money, and the quality of his
forces, as of his own generalship, was superior to those of any
one of his enemies. Napoleon, whose admiration for Frederick
the Great knew no bounds, summed up the position when he
said that the marvels achieved by the Prussian King could be
explained by these factors in his favour. Frederick suffered a
further defeat in August 1759 at the hands of the Austrians and
Russians, but the allies were divided in their objects, Austria
thinking only of Silesia and Russia remaining doubtful. The
issue had really been decided at Rossbach.
With the French thus financially crippled, as well as having
all their energies drawn into the European struggle, English
sea-power was triumphant and could do what it willed. It had
now behind it the driving-force of Pitt, who had emerged as
the leader of his country in the war, with an intense and united
popular backing. His control dates from the early summer of
1757. It was he who repudiated the Convention of Klosterseven,
he who put a better commander (Ferdinand of Brunswick) at
the head of the Hanoverian army, and above all he who achieved
the conquest of Canada.
Expeditions against the coast of France itself failed, but all
the year 1759 was a list of English successes. The French were
beaten at Minden by a mixed body of English and Hanoveriaa
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